

Used 2013 Infiniti G37, from Estabrook Toyota Scion in Moss Point, MS, 39563. Engine: 3.7L V-6 cyl, Transmission: Automatic, Drive Line: Rear-wheel Drive. Speaking of the G37, Infiniti is still selling it... as the Q60, confusingly enough. Used 2013 Infiniti G37, from Kelly Infiniti in Danvers, MA, 01923. Call 978-203-4267 for 2013 Infiniti G37 4dr x AWD Auto Transmission w/Manual Mode.

Used 2012 Infiniti G37, from Lokey Motor Company Corporate in Clearwater, FL, 33764. 7-speed automatic transmission w/manual shift mode downshift.

Looking for used Infiniti G37 Sedans near K-State University? Kansas State Cars can 7-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION W/MANUAL SHIFT MODE (1).
Motor Trend's auto classifieds helps you find a pre-owned Infiniti G37 Sport for sale in our $24,998, Moonlight White, 48,448, Manual, N/A, Cerritos Dodge.

View Photos & Details of a 2013 USED INFINITI G37 SEDAN Sport located in Tampa, front sport bucket seats w/manual thigh extension & driver seat pwr thigh. The #1 resource for Infiniti 0-60 & quarter mile times offering a comprehensive index of Infiniti specs including Infiniti Q50, FX35, G37, QX60, I35, Q45 & more! Check out the Used 2011 Infiniti G37 for sale in Hartford, CT, at Liberty Honda. Engine: 3.7L V-6 cyl, Transmission: 7-Speed Automatic with Manual Shift, Fuel. Buy a Used 2013 Infiniti G37x, from Executive Nissan in North Haven, CT at Engine: 3.7L V-6 cyl, Transmission: 7-Speed Automatic with Manual Shift, Drive.
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